OneFortyOne

WORK
EXPERIENCE
OneFortyOne offers a unique opportunity for work
experience in the Green Triangle in the following categories;
General – students are given an overview of forestry spending time
with our estate (establishment & management), marketing
and operations (sales, harvesting & haulage) and resources
(long & short-term operational planning, data collection &
geographic information systems) teams.

Kick starting careers in timber
The Ultimate Renewable

Trade (fitter, electrician or saw technician) – students
off-side our qualified staff at our Woodproducts business,
in their nominated trade.
Science – students spend time in our resources team and
focus on data collection & analysis, long term planning and
emerging research opportunities.
Engineering – here, students are placed within our Woodproducts business and may be exposed to applied activities
pertinent to environmental and mechanical engineering.
Pathways to a career at OneFortyOne;
At least bi-annually, OneFortyOne seeks applications from
those interested in an apprenticeship as a fitter & turner,
general electrician or saw technician. Dual-trade opportunities
such as general electrician with electrical & instrumentation
or fitter & turner with advanced fabrication, may be an
option and would be discussed with suitable applicants.
In addition to this, OneFortyOne invites local students periodically to apply for a scholarship to study toward a bachelor’s
degree in a field relevant to our business. Recipients are
eligible to work with our staff already working in their
area of study during Summer vacations and join our twoyear graduate program on completion of study toward
their degree. Details for both the scholarship and graduate
programs are available online at
https://onefortyone.com/careers/
We value inclusion and diversity
We are a pioneering company with an inclusive approach,
rich in diversity of age, gender identity, race, sexual orientation, physical or mental ability, ethnicity, and perspective.
The ultimate in sustainability
Every day we grow, harvest, process and sell plantation
fibre. The combined effect of our actions are carbon positive
and help address climate change.

What happens if I am awarded the work experience?
We will induct you to our workplace on your first day. Work experience
students are expected to bring lunches, wear weather-appropriate clothing
and get themselves to and from our office. Unless otherwise advised, work
experience days begin at 8.30am and end at 3.30pm. Hi-visibility vests, safety glasses and hard-hats are provided. A further requirement is for students
to wear steel-toe capped lace-up boots. While we have a few spare pairs,
our preference is for students provide their own to ensure correct sizing etc.
How do I apply?
If you are interested in work experience at OneFortyOne, please request an
application form from your career’s advisor at school or email
careeropportunities@onefortyone.com.
We will assess applications submitted and discuss the timing of
placements with successful students and their schools to maximise the
quality of the experience

